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Important

Important
This document describes the new features of cobra CRM BI and cobra CRM PRO and
indicates the range of their functions and databases. Should you be working with a
different version like cobra CRM PLUS, it might have a slightly different look-and-feel
than shown here and have a restricted range of functions.
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Installing the new Version, including the
Data from the 2020 Version
For details on further ways of installing, configuring and migrating data please refer
to the system manual and the installation instructions available as PDF files.
When installing a patch from the 2020 version to the 2021 version, the older
version will be updated and, in the process, be completely overwritten. So
there is no way for you to return to the 2020 version if you have not completely (!) backed up the 2020 version before.
To backup the system completely, proceed as follows:
1. Copy the complete server installation, including all files and subfiles, to a
safe place.
2. In cobra 2020, save your SQL databases using the command »File: Data
Backup: Database Backup«.
Patch-Installation to update cobra 2020 to cobra 2021
You have downloaded the patch file from our customer portal or have received it
from cobra or your specialist dealer in some other way.
During the patch installation your existing cobra version 2020 will be updated to the
2021 version. All existing paths and settings will be taken over completely. This is
why you cannot enter any new paths during a patch installation.
Please have your activation data for cobra 2021 at hand, since they will be required
during the update.
 Close cobra 2020.
 Close the cobra Appointment Manager.
 Close Outlook.
 Double-click the patch file. Patch installation will begin. During installation, the
existing cobra 2020 will be detected automatically.
 Follow the Wizard steps.
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New Features for Your Daily Tasks
Using Outlook, Send or Forward Mails to Cobra
Addresses
You can create or forward a mail directly from Outlook to several email recipients
queried in cobra.
 In cobra, query the recipients of the mail (e.g. via a keyword research, or by using a
research on hold or saved, with a specified group of people).
 Go to Outlook.
 There either create a new mail or open an existing one, and click »Forward«.
 Go to the register tab »cobra« to open the cobra Outlook Add-In.
 Click the »Email address from query« button.

Should cobra not be running at this point, there will be a warning message. In this
case, please start cobra.
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The mail addresses of the addresses queried in cobra will be listed in the following
dialog. Addresses with a mail lock flag will not be added to this list.

 In the address data records queried, select two mail fields in which cobra is to
search for mail addresses. You may choose from all mail fields of the address
table.

For every address queried, the system will first search in the first mail field. If no mail
address has been entered there, it will search in the second mail field and, if applicable, will take over the mail address found there. If no address can be found in any of
the two fields, that address will be skipped.
 Click the Outlook field into which the addresses are to be entered. This option applies to all mail addresses found.

 Close the dialog by clicking »OK«.
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The addresses are entered in the field/s selected.

If you like, you can now delete addresses manually and/or add more addresses manually.
Here's a tip:
You can enter addresses manually into the »Send to« field of your mail, such
as info@company.com
If you then have the mail addresses from cobra imported into the »Bcc« field,
the recipients will not be able to see the email addresses of the other recipients.
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Exporting and Importing Keywords
Exporting and importing keywords serves to exchange keywords and keyword hierarchies between different databases. Manually created keywords and keyword hierarchies can also be imported in this way.
The following export formats are available:
 Text files where every keyword, complete with its container and its hierarchy, has
been entered in one line.
 PDF files in which a table is created and the keywords are listed at container, hierarchy, and keyword level.
 CSV files where every keyword, complete with its container and its hierarchy, has
been entered in one line, separated by a semicolon.
 Excel files where every keyword, complete with its container and its hierarchy, has
been entered in one line and is listed according to container, hierarchy, and keyword.
The following formats can be imported:
 Text files
 CSV files
 Excel files
You may also edit or create such files manually; however, you must adhere to their
syntax, otherwise the keywords cannot be imported.
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Exporting
Exporting is done using the familiar dialogs for working with keywords. So, e.g., issue
the command »File: Database: Configure keywords«, »Insert: Keywords: Edit«, »Insert:
Keywords: Pool« or double-click in a keyword list.
You will find the importing function in the dialogs, either as a stand-alone button or
at »Level«.

The dialog for exporting keywords opens.

 Here you can choose between the different file formats in which you can export
your keywords.
 Click the three dots besides the »File« field to select a storage location and specify
the name of the export file.
 Now click on the »OK« button to export the keywords. If the export was successful, the dialog will close.
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Importing
Importing is done using the familiar dialogs for working with keywords. So, e.g.,
issue the command »File: Database: Configuring keywords«, »Insert: Keywords: Editing«, »Insert: Keywords: Pool« or double-click in a keyword list.
 You will find the importing function in the dialogs, either as a stand-alone button
or at »Level«.

The dialog to import keywords will open now, offering different setting options, depending on the type of file to be imported.

 Click the three dots besides the »File« field to select a file.
 It is important to choose the correct format, since only such files will be offered
for import that are available in this format.
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 Open the file required.

Importing Excel Files
If you want to import an Excel file, the import dialog will offer the following options:
 First, select the import file you want at »File«.
 Should your Excel file contain several worksheets, first select the sheet you want
to import in the »Table« menu.
 If your import file contains field names in the first line, you can exclude them from
importing and begin importing with line two only. To do so, click the option
»Header«.
 At »Format« you can see how the import file must be structured so that importing
keywords will be possible. Should your file not comply with this format, importing
will fail.

 Importing will begin as soon as you confirm by clicking »OK«.
The keyword importing dialog will close automatically as soon as importing was successful.
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Here is an example of an Excel file formatted correctly:

Importing CSV files
If you want to import a CSV file, the import dialog will offer the following options:
 First, select the import file you want at »File«.
 If your import file contains field names in the first line, you can exclude them from
importing and begin importing with line two only. To do so, click the option
»Header«.
 At »Format« you can see how the import file must be structured so that importing
keywords will be possible. Should your file not comply with this format, importing
will fail.

 Importing will begin as soon as you confirm by clicking »OK«.
The keyword importing dialog will close automatically as soon as importing was successful.
Here is an example of a CSV file formatted correctly:
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Importing Texts
If you want to import a TXT file, the import dialog will offer the following options:
 First, select the import file you want at »File«.
 If your import file contains field names in the first line, you can exclude them from
importing and begin importing with line two only. To do so, click the option
»Header«.
 When importing TXT files, unlike CSV or Excel files, there are no header lines,
therefore this function is not active here.
 At »Format« you can see how the import file must be structured so that importing
keywords will be possible. Should your file not comply with this format, importing
will fail.

 Importing will begin as soon as you confirm by clicking »OK«.
The keyword importing dialog will close automatically as soon as importing was successful.
Here is an example for a TXT file formatted correctly:
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This is what happens when importing a file
 New hierarchies are created.
 Any existing hierarchies are left unchanged, existing hierarchies can be neither
modified nor deleted by importing.
 Keywords or containers are neither modified nor deleted while importing.
 Containers can only be imported if they contain at least one keyword. Any empty
containers will be ignored during importing.
 Keywords and hierarchies will be imported even if they have not been assigned to
a container, they will be added to the »System« container.
 If an import file does not contain a new keyword, there will only be a message
that nothing was imported.
 Any faulty formats will be skipped and there will be a message.

Serial Emails: Using Email Fields From HigherLevel Tables
You will find this feature in CRM BI and CRM PRO
You can take over the email addresses of recipients of serial emails from higher-level
tables if there are any. For example, you could write an email from a data table containing the participants of an event, even if the data table »Event participants« does
not contain any email fields. The email address will then be taken over directly from
the address table via the link to the address of the event participant.
 The free table »Event participants« not containing any email fields is connected to
the address table via a relationship field.
 The address table itself contains two email fields, »Email direct« and »Email company«.
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 Issue the command »Output: Serial email: Event visitor«.
 If necessary, use a filter to limit the group of recipients.
You can then specify which email fields are to be searched for email addresses in the
»Select email field« area.

When the serial emails are sent, it is checked whether
- the email address is valid and
- the email address is listed in the email blacklist (privacy protection).
Any other email lock flags set in other data tables which the data table selected is
accessing via one or more relation fields are ignored.
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Filling a Single Letter Template for a SerialEmail-Attachment with Data
You will find this feature in CRM BI and CRM PRO
Using the Serial Emailer, you can attach a single letter template that will be filled
automatically with the data required when it is sent. This function is now available
for all tables of the database.
You could, for example, mail a Certificate of Participation to all the participants of a
training. In the letter attached to the mail it is certified that participants completed
the training successfully and, for example, the participants’ name is inserted there.
For this feature it is required that single letter templates use field contents
from the same data table the serial email function is also using.

Creating a Letter Template
First, create the letter template. In this example it belongs to the data table »Event
participants« which is also to be used later as an entry point for the serial email.
 Issue the command »Output: Edit letter formats«.
 Click the »New format« button.

 Select the data table required (here: »Event visitors«) for the letter template and
name the template.
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 Create the template as usual. To do so, you can also use fields from the current
data table as well as, if required, from higher-level data tables. These fields will
later, when the serial mail is sent, be filled with the corresponding data from the
data table. In the »File« menu select a appropriate file type like e.g. PDF.

The template will be available as soon as you have saved it.
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Open the Serial Mail Wizard.
 To do so, go to the »Output« tab. There click the down arrow in the »Serial email«
button.
 Select the »Event visitor« data table.

 First filter the recipients – in this case the participants of a specific training –
from the data table. Specify also in which email fields you want to search for the
email addresses of the participants.
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 Create a new serial mail format. Create the mail text (for example, »Attached
please find your Certificate of Participation«).

 In the serial mail wizard, go to the »Attachments« tab.
 Click »Add«.
 Select »Single letter« as document type.
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 In the next step, select the single letter template you created before.

 Finally, name the file attached.

 The single letter will now be available as an attachment in the serial mail template.

 Write the email text.
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When the mail is sent, the single letter attached will be filled with the data from the
table of participants. In this way, all participants will receive an individual certificate
in the data type you requested for this template.

Personal Data
For personal data, there are two more fields for storing details:
 processing purpose of the personal data,
 categories of the personal data.
To do so, two additional lines are added at »File: Database: Personal data« in the
»Configuration« tab. They are mandatory.
These are the fields:
1. Table: »Addresses«, function: »Processing purpose«, field type: »Comment/text«.
Administrators can decide whether processing purposes are to be maintained in a
table as up to now or, that is the new function, in a field.
2. Table: »Addresses«, function: »Categories of personal data«, type of field: »Comment/text«.
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Processing Purposes
In a Table
Up to now, it was standard to keep records in a table. In the configuration dialog at
»Editing and distributing« there is the option to create a free table using the »Table
for documenting … « function.
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Should this table exist already, this option become inactive and a note »(exists already)« is added. This option is to be still available, especially since the erase schedule might depend on this table (option).
For this option, the administrator can decide in the »Field assignment and selection
lists« area, in the »Processing purposes« list, whether processing purposes are to be
recorded in a field or in the »Processing and transfer« table. Not only fields of the address table, but also of the »[Table 'Processing and transfer']« are available for selection in the selection list of the »Field mapping« column. Below that, fields of the address table are listed in alphabetical order, as known from the selection lists of the
other functions. All text- and comment fields are available.

 When Setting up new personal data, it is mandatory to make a selection in the
»Field mapping« column.
 For databases where the personal data have already been set up before a program
update, including the free table »Processing and transmitting«, the »[Table 'Processing and transmitting']« is shown automatically.
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In a Field
Recording processing purposes in a field instead of a table is a new option.
In the »Field assignment and selection lists« area, all text and remark fields of the
address table are available in alphabetical order in the »Processing purposes« line in
the »Field assignment« column, except for the entry »[Table 'Processing and forwarding'] «. We recommend that you work with a comment field, as it is large enough to
accommodate multiple entries of a multiple selection list as semicolon-separated
values.
If you select an existing field, the columns »Selection list« and »Display« behave as
usual. If a selection list has already been assigned to the selected field, these settings are automatically transferred to the »Selection list« and »Display« columns.
If there is not yet a suitable field in the table to accommodate the processing purposes, click the green plus button to the right of the selection list to create a new
field in the database.

We suggest to use the following parameters:
 Name: »Processing purposes«
 Field type: »Comment«
 Information line: »Logging processing purposes of personal data within the meaning of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR).«
Once you have determined that the purposes will be logged in a field and not in the
»Processing and transfer« table, an info icon with a mouse-over text will appear further down in the »Setup« tab under the »Processing and forwarding« heading in the
right margin at the level of the »Create table to document processing purposes and
forwarding permissions« checkbox: »The field assigned under »Field assignment and
selection lists« is used for putting out the processing purposes.
If you want to work with personal data, you must select or set up either a field or a
table here.
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You can also enter your own selection list for this field and assign it to the field. To
do so, click the green plus button in the »Selection list« column.

 Name: »Addresses - Processing purposes«
 Presentation: »Multiple selection list«
 Entries (»Shortcut«, »Text«)
If you want to edit this selection list later or detach it from the field or reassign it, issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.

Categories
Categories are logged in a field of the address table. For this purpose, there is a new
line »Categories of personal data«. In the »Field assignment« column all text and remark fields of the address table are offered for selection in alphabetical order.
If you select an existing field, the columns »Selection list« and »Display« behave as
usual. If a selection list is already assigned to the selected field, these settings are
automatically transferred to the »Selection list« and »Display« columns.
If there is not yet a suitable field in the table to include the categories, click the
green plus button to the right of the selection list to create a new field in the database.
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 Name: »Categories«
 Field type: »Comment«
 Information line: »Logging categories of personal data processing purposes within
the meaning of the EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR).«
You can also enter your own selection list for this field and assign it to the field. To
do so, click the green plus button in the »Selection list« column.

 Name: »Addresses - categories«
 Presentation: »Multiple selection list«
 Entries (»Shortcut«, »Text«)
If you want to edit this selection list later or detach it from the field or reassign it, issue the command »File: Database: Database structure«.

Sharing targets
When sharing personal data, a distinction is made between several types of sharing
targets:
 Internal processing, e.g. to other employees, departments, branches, etc. of your
own company.
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 Transfer to third parties within the EU / EEA, e.g. to external companies with
which a contract processing agreement has been concluded, such as a logistics
service provider.

 Transfer to a third country, i.e. a country outside the scope of the EU GDPR, e.g. to
a company that is not based in the EU or whose country is not part of the EEA,
such as a company in the USA.

If required, it should be possible to assign a selection list to the »Country« field –
analogous to other functions. For this purpose, at »File: Database: Personal data« in
the »Setup« tab, the »Selection lists for functions« area has been expanded.
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Source Details
A separate term can be stored in the source details for data originating from the persons themselves.

The »Person concerned« is displayed as an entry in the selection list if the stored selection list does not yet list this entry.
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The Task Manager
You will find this feature in CRM BI and CRM PRO
With the Task Manager, you can schedule individual tasks either in a row or in partial
steps. You define the schedules for processing the tasks, store the responsible persons and can link all the details required for the task that you manage in cobra.
Please note that cobra knows different types of tasks that have nothing or
only very little to do with each other.
- On the one hand, there are tasks in the schedule manager.
- On the other hand, there are also tasks in the Task Manager.
If you see these options in a context menu, the upper one creates a task in the
Schedule Manager, while the lower one creates a task in the Task Manager.

You can find similar differences in the menu bar. Use the left button to enter a
task in the Schedule Manager, while the right button opens the Task Manager.
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This is what the Task Manager looks like

You can see the basic structure in the task list on the left and the task details of a selected task in the right area of the dialog as well as the associated toolbars above it.
The Task Manager depends on the database for its work. This means that only
those tasks are displayed that belong to the currently opened database. However, this also means that the same tasks must be recorded separately for different databases.
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Database Settings I
In the system settings you edit the entries of selection lists.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Configure Task Manager«.
Here you specify the entries for
various selection lists.
For the status, you also select for
which types of tasks the corresponding entry is to be available.
 To create a new entry, click
the »New« button. This creates a »Status new« or »Priority new« entry, which you can
then edit as you wish.
 To modify an existing entry,
select it in the list and then
modify its details.
 There are some entries that are required by the system and that you can therefore
not delete, or that you can only change to a limited extent – these include, among
others, the »Completed« and »Canceled« options in the status list, as well as priority list entries such as »High« or »Low«.
 You can set the order of the entries in the list using the arrows next to the selection.
 Exit the dialog by clicking »OK«, or »Apply« if you want to save your changes.
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Database Settings II
In the database security there is a separate privilege for the Task Manager.
 Issue the command »File: Database: Database security«.

Using the functions tab, you can grant or revoke the privilege to manage tasks to users and groups.
Task managers can see and manage all tasks of all users in the Task Manager, regardless of their status. Only they have the »All« filter, which is not available to other users.
People who do not have this privilege can create tasks. They can also see tasks they
have created themselves, as well as any tasks to which they were assigned as a user
or observer, and edit them if necessary.

Tasks and Subtasks
Just as there are main and secondary addresses, the Task Manager knows main and
subtasks, subordinate to them. Subtasks are mostly individual work steps that must
be completed in order to fulfill a task. For example, the main task of organizing a
congress may consist of the subtasks of inviting participants, renting the hall, providing catering, and so on.
Subtasks can in turn have their own subtasks. For example, the secondary task »Invite participants« can consist of the subtasks »Select participants«, »Write invitation
text«, »Print invitations« and »Send invitations«.
You can create individual tasks without subtasks as well as such with one or more
subtasks. You can recognize subtasks by the fact that they are displayed indented below their main task in the Task Manager.
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Not every main task has subtasks, main tasks can also stand alone.

Creating a New Task
You can create new tasks
 either as a main task from a data table with reference to a specific data set,
 or as a sub- or main task directly in the Task Manager.
In the Task Manager you can then edit your tasks, i.e. link them to other records, add
descriptive texts, set up reminders and add further subtasks.

Task With Reference to a Data Record
This record can be an address, a contact, a service order, a device, a sales project or
whatever. However, some program modules such as Campaigns or Reports do not
collaborate with the Task Manager.
To create a task with reference to a specific record,
 right-click the record
 and issue the command »Create task in cobra Task Management« in the context
menu.
The new task appears in the Task Manager.
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Task Directly in Task Manager
You can create main tasks and subtasks in the Task Manager itself.
 Open the Task Manager by clicking the corresponding button in the
menu bar.
 If you want to enter a subtask, first select the main task to which the subtask is to
belong.
 Click the »New Task« button in the Task Manager.
You will be asked whether you want to create a main task or a subtask.
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Creating and/or Editing a Task
A new task initially consists of an entry in the Task Manager's task list.
 Select the task in the task list.
 Enter the task details in the right area of the dialog.
A task might look like this:

Name

Name of the task.

Starts on

The start date of the task.

Due on

The closing date of the task.
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Reminder

You can be reminded of a task to be done. When the due
day is reached, a reminder will be displayed. You can click
on it to open the Task Manager directly.

 If you click the close button in the reminder, you will be
reminded again the next time you start the program.
 If you do not want to see the reminder again, go to the
corresponding entry in the Task Manager and delete the
reminder.
Priority

You can edit the entries in this selection list as described
in the database settings. They are merely informative.

Status

You can edit the entries in this selection list as described
in the database settings.
If you set a task to »Completed« or »Canceled«, the corresponding entry will be write-protected. If you want to edit
it again, you must first change the status again.

Done

This manually adjustable value between 0% and 100% is
purely informative. Statuses such as »Completed« or »Canceled« automatically set it to 100% and 0% respectively.

Linked addresses

You can store addresses here that are related in some way
to the task to be completed. These can be addresses of
customers, suppliers, external employees, etc. All main and
secondary addresses of the address table are available to
you.
 To link an address to the task, click the plus sign
next to »Linked addresses«.
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A selection opens with the data records of the address
table. To find the address you are looking for faster, you
can use filters in the table.

The address is linked to the task.

You can use this button to view the details of the address. They will appear in a separate dialog on top.
If you use this button to remove the link to the address,
the address will disappear from the list.
Linked records

 Click the plus sign above this list.
A selection opens with the data records of your database except those of the address table.
 First select from which data table you want to take
over data.
To find the record you are looking for faster, you can
use filters in the table.
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You can link a task to records from one or more of the
data tables available. A task can thus be associated with
one or more contacts plus one or more devices, etc.
After clicking »OK«, the selected record will be linked to
the main or subtask .
You can use this button to access and edit the details of
the data record. They will appear in a separate dialog on
top.
Use this button to unlink users and groups, and they will
disappear from the list.
Assigned users

It is assumed that any users assigned to the task here are
supposed to complete the task, so they are the project
owners.
This group of people is addressed by the »My« filter, which
displays all entries to which the person currently logged
into cobra is assigned as a user, either directly or via a user
group.
Use this button to unlink users and groups, and they will
disappear from the list.

Observer

The persons stored here can see tasks, but not edit them.
This group of people is addressed by the »Observing« filter, which displays all entries to which the corresponding
person or group is assigned as an observer.
Use this button to unlink users and groups, and they will
disappear from the list.
Only users and user groups linked to a main or subtask as »Assigned users« or as »Observers« can see
this task and also edit it in their capacity as linked
users.
When someone is linked to a subtask as a user, they
are automatically entered as an observer in all parent tasks so they can see and understand the entire
hierarchy down to their subtask.

Description

Enter here any text.
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Overview/Details

In the toolbar above the details pane you will find, among
others, the »Details« button. If you click on it, it will
change to »Overview«. Now the subtasks of the task
marked in the list will be displayed next to the description
text.

Document

A »Document« field will also appear in the overview which
you can use to assign a separate document to each task.
The prerequisite for this is that document management has
been set up using the command »File: Database: Document
management«.
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Task Manager Rights
General
cobra User

Any cobra user can create tasks and has full access to all the
tasks he has created. This also applies to tasks for which he (or a
group he belongs to) is entered in the Task Manager as a user or
observer.

Specific Rights for Individual Tasks in the Task Manager
Assigned User

Everyone is allowed to see and edit all those tasks where he or a
group he belongs to is registered as an »Assigned user«. If he is
assigned to a subtask as a user, he is automatically entered as
an observer for its higher-level tasks.

Observers

An observer may see but not edit all those tasks where he or a
group he belongs to is registered as »Observer«.

Administrator

An administrator defined as such in the database security is allowed to see and edit all recorded tasks of all users and groups.

Converting a Task to Subtask
It may happen that a main task is to become part of a larger project to which it is
then subordinated as a subtask. Each type of task can also become a subtask of another subtask.
 Left-click the main task in the task list.
 Hold down the left mouse button and move it to the task or subtask to which it is
to be assigned.
 Make sure that a straight green arrow pops up to the left of the cursor.

 Release the mouse button again.
The existing task becomes a subtask.
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Converting a Subtask to a Main Task
You can convert a subtask to a main task. This is useful, for example, if a subtask becomes increasingly extensive or is to be assigned to a completely different group of
people. Thus, as with the entire division into main tasks and subtasks, it is primarily a
matter of clarity.
 Left-click the subtask you want to change in the task list.
 Move it while holding down the left mouse button.
 Make sure that a straight blue arrow pops up to the left of the cursor.

 Release the mouse button again.
The existing subtask becomes a main task.

Managing Subtasks in the Overview
You can manage and move tasks back and forth in the task list as shown. Another option for managing subtasks is provided by the overview at the bottom right of the
Task Manager.
 In the list, click the task whose subtasks you want to modify.
 Click the »Details« button.
An overview will open.
Here you can move tasks as just shown.
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However, you can also use the arrow buttons to change the order of subtasks and
their hierarchical position.

Move a subtask up or down, changing only the order of the entries, but not
their hierarchy.
Move a subtask to the right. This will subordinate one subtask to another
subtask. If a subtask to be moved has secondary tasks of its own, these remain subordinate to it and are moved along with it.
Move a subtask to the left.
You can also use this arrow to turn a subtask into a main task. If a subtask
to be moved has subtasks of its own, these remain subordinate to it and are
moved along with it.
A subtask that is subordinate to another subtask thus becomes equally valid
to that subtask. If a subtask to be moved has subtasks of its own, these remain subordinate to it and are moved along with it.
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User Settings
You have several options to specify the period to be displayed.
The »User settings« button opens a dialog in which you can specify the period
to be evaluated in more detail. This setting is saved permanently.

 Below the task list you can
see which period the list covers. Using the buttons »-1
month« and »+1 month« you
can extend the period.
 This setting is only valid as
long as the dialog is open; if
it is reopened, the user settings take effect again.
You can also switch the display of subtasks in the list on and off here.
 Use »+ level« and »- level« to
expand and collapse the next
subtask level in the task list.
 Use »+ All« and »- All« to expand and collapse all subtask
levels of all tasks in the task
list.
 This setting will be saved
when the Task Manager is
closed.
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More Tools
Filter
With these filters you define which tasks are displayed to you in the task list. Only
those tasks (overdue, open, etc.) are displayed that the respective user is allowed to
see because he is the processor, observer, task manager or system administrator.
You can combine several filters by clicking on them. You must click a filter again to
turn it off. If you have activated several filters, they are additive. This means that
those entries that filter 1 shows plus those entries that filter 2 shows are listed.
Not all of these filters are available to all cobra users.
 The »All« filter is displayed only to users who have been given the »Manage tasks«
permission in the database security for the Task Manager (or who are system administrators).
 The »My« filter filters out all tasks that the user has created and/or for which the
user is an assigned user or observer. Canceled or completed tasks will not be displayed with this filter.
 By clicking on this button of the filter bar you open the filter line management.
Here you determine which filters are to be displayed to you in the filter bar. You
can also define additional filters here, to do so click the »Filter management«
button.
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Toolbar 1

The toolbars open up basic task processing functions. To access them, first select an
entry in the task list.
You are creating a new task. After clicking this button, you will be asked
whether you want to create a main or a subtask.
You are deleting the task displayed. If that is a main task with subtasks,
you would be notified.

You are refreshing the display of the list. This might become necessary if
you have made major changes at the bottom right of the subtask overview.

If you have selected a main or subtask, you can assign it a different priority here.
Use the command »File: Database settings: Configure Task Management«
to enter your own additional priorities.
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If you have selected a main or subtask, here you can assign a user or another user group to it.
Assign to me only – The user currently logged in will be entered at »Assigned users«, and any other possibly existing users and groups will be
deleted there.
Assign user/group – A selection dialog opens where you can select
which users and/or groups are to be »Assigned users«.
Assign to me – The user currently logged in will be entered at »Assigned
users«, otherwise there will be no changes to users.

If you have selected a main or subtask, you can assign it a different status here.
 If a main task is »Done«, its subtasks are also marked as »Done« and
are marked as read-only.
 If you change the status of a completed subtask later again to edit it,
the status of the parent main task is automatically changed as well
and it is made writeable.
Use the command »File: System-wide settings: Configure Task Management« so you can enter your own additional status.
If you have marked a task, you can mark it as Done here. This also marks
any existing subtasks as Done. At the same time, these tasks become
read-only and are marked as 100% processed.
If you want to edit a completed task again later, you must first assign it a
different status in which it can be edited.
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If you have marked a task before, here you can mark it as canceled. This
will also cancel any existing subtasks. At the same time, these tasks become read-only and are marked as 0% processed.

Toolbar 2

The toolbars open up basic task managing functions. To access them, first select an
entry in the task list.
You are saving the task displayed.
You are discarding any changes made to the task displayed.
You can enter regularly recurring tasks as a series. That could consist of,
for example, monthly reports, weekly presentations, or any other recurring tasks.
 First, select a main task in the task list on the left. Subtasks can become a series only as part of a main task, so this feature is not available for individual subtasks.
 Click the »Series« button.

 Specify whether a main task should become a task series, alone or
together with its subtasks.
 Then set the series pattern.
cobra will create copies of the main task and any subtasks, and their
dates, reminders, etc. will be timed to match the series pattern.
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Please note that during the process the states of the initial tasks are also
transferred to the series. This is why main and subtasks planned for the
future may already be marked as completed or canceled. So, in case of
doubt, you will have to edit them manually.

If you want to change a serial task later, you will be asked whether this
change affects the entire series or only the selected task.

You can also convert a series back to a single appointment.
 Mark one of the series' dates.
 Click the »Series« button. The dialog for defining the series opens.

 Click »Remove recurrence«.
All appointments of the series, including all their subtasks and also any
exceptions, will be deleted. What remains is the original task together
with any subtasks it might have.
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If you have selected a main task, you can use these buttons to switch on
or off the overview of its subtasks in the bottom right corner .

Context Menu
Many of the tasks described above can also be done using the context menu.
 To do so, right-click in the list of tasks.
There are some additional features
here.
 Use »Expand / Expand completely«
to show all subtasks of the current,
or of all tasks.
 Use »Collapse / Collapse completely« to hide all subtasks of the
current, or of all tasks.
 Use »Duplicate task« to create a
copy of the current task to use it as a
template for a further task.
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Event Management
You will find this feature in CRM BI and CRM PRO
Events from the Task Management can now also be recorded in the Event Management.
 There, issue the command »File:
Database: Event Management«.
 Create a new event.
 The option for selecting the type
of record will include Task Management.
The rest of the event definition
works as usual for events. You create
a filter, for example, with a certain
due date of the task, and define its
other properties.

For technical reasons, having serial tasks monitored by event management is subject
to certain limitations.
A serial task is “in reality” not a sequence of individual entries in the database, but
only a single entry containing the pattern of the task (weekly, daily or similar &c.).
Individual tasks are then only created in the database if required.
Therefore you can only include individual tasks of a series in event management. To do so, click on the task you
want to edit, and make a change to it (in
the figure, the status of a task was
changed from »Open« to »In progress«).
In this way, this one task becomes accessible to Event Management so that it can be
monitored there.
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